
Open source
is not enough



Hello!
My name is Thierry Carrez

I work for the OpenStack Foundation 
I am @tcarrez on Twitter
and ttx on Freenode IRC



Cost
“Free as in beer”



Availability
Evaluation and experimentation



Sustainability
Long-term maintenance guarantees 
and absence of lock-in



An open
job market
Identify and attract talent



Transparency
Understanding how it works



Self-service
Fix issues by yourself



Serving 
future needs
Participate in the evolution
of the software



Open
Source won
New standard on how to build
and publish software 



But
has it ?
Android, AWS





Free
Software
Focus on contributor freedoms



Massive
Open
Source 
Focus on user rights





“Open source”
× Single-vendor
× Open core
× Code drops
× Fire and forget



MassiveControl
or
Community
Choose one



Open 
collaboration
Beyond open source



Open 
source
Open source, not open core



Open 
development
Transparent, accessible



Open
design
Not designed behind closed doors



Open
community
Level playing field



Openly
developed
Avoiding
the trap
Free software needs free tools



QA & CI
If it’s not tested, it’s broken



This is a slie title
× Here you have a list of items
× And some text
× But remember not to overload your slides with 

contentYour audience will listen to you or read 
the content, but won’t do both. 
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An openly-operated set of free software tools to sustain open development

opendev.org



F/OSS 
taxonomy
Beyond open source,
standard names to describe
how the software is actually built



Open collaboration
× Cost & Availability
× Sustainability
× Transparency and Self-service
× Serving future needs



Public cloud
Another evolution of the
proprietary software business model



Open
source threat
The non-compete movement



A flawed 
assumption
You don’t own open source software



Not a
business
model
It just describes users freedom



Untapped 
potential
Even for open infrastructure



Concerns
× Sustainability
× Control
× Security
× Bloat



Scope creep
It’s difficult to say no
in an open collaboration



Focus on 
reusable 
pieces
Less products, more frameworks



In summary:
3 calls to action



F/OSS 
taxonomy
Beyond open source,
standard names to describe
how the software is actually built



Focus on 
reusable 
pieces
Less products, more frameworks



Massive
Open 
infrastructure 
Enabling everyone to access 
infrastructure-providing technologies



Thanks!
You can find me at:
@tcarrez on Twitter

thierry@openstack.org
ttx on Freenode IRC
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